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INTRODUCTION
Hey,
Welcome to the third major installment of your Denise Duffield-Thomas "Behind The
Scenes" PLF Bonus as a new member of Jeff Walker's Product Launch Formula.
We hope you have enjoyed learning about the strategy and results of our 2016 and
2017 launches and that combined with the PLF course you feel excited and ready for
your first or next launch.
The $500,000 Affiliate Strategy aims to summaries the key tactics we use with our
affiliate partners. We have ran four major JV./Affiliate launches in the last 12 months
and our partners have generated over $500,000 in sales across a range of different
products.
We have a very broad base of affiliate partners, many of whom are members in our
core programs and as well as making a significant amount of revenue from our
partners, we've also paid out around $500,000 in affiliate commission to well over
100 partners. More information on our Affiliate Program can be found at
luckybitch.com/affiliate.
Working with affiliate partners to promote your product is advanced and Jeff
recommends that you do not do a JV launch for your first launch or until your product
and launch process is more established and has been tested.
As we have discussed, our approach to launching and our experience running 6 sixfigure launches over the last two years is based on Jeff Walker’s program and so
much credit must go to Jeff for his game-changing program and commitment to
continue to updating and developing his core strategy. We hope this document
provides a compliment to your PLF journey by providing real life examples of how we
have used JV launches using a PLF process in our business. We use a lot of PLF
related terminology and language in this document but won’t go into detail to explain
it as it’s best coming from Jeff within the PLF course.
As you may know, our business is focused on supporting women transform their
relationship with money, release their money blocks and start creating their first class
life and business. The Money Bootcamp is an in-depth online training program and
community of over 4,000 women supporting each other’s entrepreneurial journeys
and money mindset work. This is an evergreen program that is on-sale all year
round, but roughly once a year we run a Live round of Money Bootcamp comprising
live group coaching calls, challenges and Q&As where the community comes
together to progress through the core models of the course together.
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For more information or to join Money Bootcamp go to www.denisedt.com/bootcamp.
We trust you will find this report useful and we look forward to connecting with you
live on our Bonus Launch Workshops. We’d love to hear your feedback and please
do let us know if you have any questions by contacting Mark, our Partnership and
Launch Manager at mark@denisedt.com.
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FIRST PRINCIPLES
•

As a starting point, we will outline some basic principles regarding our Affiliate
Strategy and our approach to working with Affiliates.

•

This is the strategy that we have implemented over the last 12 months across
four major JV launches which has generated over $500,000 of sales. This is
by no means the definite approach to JV partnerships and indeed we will
continue to refine and improve this area of our business moving forward,
here's the introduction:
o An aligned partner can promote our suite of programs and particularly
the Money Bootcamp and will receive a commission if one of their
leads purchases from us.
o The commission is normally 40-50% and is paid once we have been
paid by the lead and following the completion of the refund period.
o Our products are evergreen (available all year round) and partners can
promote the courses at any time and receive a commission on sales
they generate.
o Leads introduced by a partner are cookied / tracked for a certain period
of time so that the affiliate partner receives additional commissions if a
lead purchase multiple products.
o If members of our programs have enjoyed and benefits from our work
we encourage them to become affiliate partners and help to spread our
reach and introduce new people to our community.
o The focus of our affiliate activity is during our main annual launches,
and again with a focus on Money Bootcamp when we have hundreds
of affiliate partners actively promoting our pre-launch content and sales
offers.
o During a main six-figure launch, between 40-60% of our total sales
come through our affiliate partners meaning they represent our number
one lead source and a key marketing channel for our business.
o We work hard to support our affiliate partners and greatly value the
support we receive from them. We work to ensure they are informed
and supported in their promotional activities and also do all we can to
professionally welcome their leads into our tribe to give these leads the
best chance of converting. High conversion rates benefit both our sales
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and the partner and in all we do we try to ensure our JVs are win-win.
o Affiliate partners have the choice of which programs they promote and
which launches they participate in, if any, but we encourage as many
as possible to take part in the Annual Money Bootcamp launch as we
know this product converts well and is our best selling program.
o For our 2017 Launch we had over 300 affiliate partners promoting the
pre-launch content. Over 100 partners achieved a sale and received a
commission and in the 2016-17.
o Financial Year we paid close to $400,000 in affiliate commission to our
partners.
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MINDSET
•

When considering or operating an Affiliate Program and working with Affiliate
Partners your mindset is central to your success and the positive relationships
you can develop with your partners.

•

Affiliate Partners are more than just a source of traffic for leads during a
launch; they are important business partners who you need to nurture and
support.

•

When a partner promotes you, they hope that your content will provide value
to their list and that the offer will resonate and result in sales, but there is no
guarantee of results for a partner. So at the start of a promotion, especially for
a new offer or launch, a partner is taking a leap of faith and trusting you to do
your best to help them get the best outcome for their efforts.

•

Affiliate Partners are not obligated to do anything for you. Any promotion,
endorsement and marketing that partners do on your behalf is their choice
and something for which we are always grateful.

•

All of our affiliate partners are important and appreciated irrespective of size,
conversion rate and their level of sales.

•

You will want to focus on working closely and giving additional support to the
partners that you see performing well, providing the most leads and
converting best in terms of sales, but all partners should have the support,
information and encouragement to do their best in the launch and feel part of
the launch team.

•

Your affiliate partners are inviting you into their tribe to share your gold and
offer your course, therefore we always try to have gratitude, be respectful and
do our best to help our partners to be successful because this helps the
overall success of our launch and our business.

•

Throughout this document you will see how that our Affiliate Strategy focused
on three core objectives when working with our partners:
o Communication - keeping partners informed and aware of the launch
plan, status, results and their opportunity to take part in the launch.
o Support - providing create advice, email swipes, tips,
recommendations and answering questions to ensure our partners
have all they need to be successful in our launches.
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o Team - build a feeling of collaboration between ourselves and our
partners and even amongst the partner group - that we are on the
same launch team, looking to share great content, provide great
opportunities to their leads and that ultimately we're working together to
share a great course that will help people who join to change their
business, their lives and the world.
o

Competition - Now this may seem counter-intuitive and contradictory
to the point above, but we do work to foster friendly competition and
encouragement between the partners during a launch. We do this by
offering prizes and running competitions during the launch and
rewarding the best performing affiliate partners while also showcasing
partners that are doing well during a launch.
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OUR AFFILIATE
PROGRAM
•

As Jeff recommends, it is wise not to involve affiliate partners in your first
launch and indeed not consider working with affiliate partners until you have
launched to your own list and followers and that you know the pre-launch and
sales process works from an engagement, sales and technology perspective.

•

Starting too early or going too big too soon is a real danger with your affiliate
program and it is certainly something we have had to deal with and are
considering how to strengthen our program moving forward.

•

Our recommendation is to start small with affiliates, perhaps with a group of 510 partners who are familiar with your business and course but have
complimentary and not overlapping audiences with your existing tribe and
start by focusing on one product for one launch rather than all products or
evergreen.

•

Another good strategy to initially consider is a private JV based model rather
than a fully open Affiliate strategy. For key partners we may also create a
private JV offer just for their list and offer it outside of a main launch period via
a joint webinar. This means the partner has exclusive access to the special
offer and a dedicated promotional window to target their list without other
partners being active. The same terms would apply in terms of commission for
the partner but working directly with one lead source and one audience is
more simple and an easier process when starting and testing your JV
process.

•

We have also built our program over the last 3-4 years from many different
sources so we have a large number of partners across several industry
niches. At times we have suffered from having a large number of partners with
similar audiences or from a similar background and the issue is that the
partners all cannibalize each other's sales and even to some degree
cannibalize your own sales if they have leads on their list that are also already
within your community.

•

For Money Bootcamp, we pay 50% commission, which is equivalent to at
least $748.50 commission per sale depending on the stage of the launch, and
the price at which the purchase is made.

•

We also currently offer a 60 Day cookie policy where leads are tracked for 60
days and our partners receive commission on any purchases made by their
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leads in the first 60 days or the 60 days after they opt-in and click on an
affiliate link.
•

We run and manage our affiliate program through InfusionSoft our checkout
and CRM software. Before launching any form of affiliate offer or partnership it
is important to be familiar with the system that you're going to use to ensure
you set up and test links appropriately and that you know the tracking and
cookie process works. This is another reason why it is recommended to start
small and not on your first launch.

•

Your affiliate partners will be working hard to send you leads and promote
your content so it is important that you are confident that the systems and
tracking will work correctly to ensure your partners are rewarded correctly for
their leads.

•

Finally, we divide our affiliate partners into 3 Tiers based on a combination of
past performance, potential reach and audience fit. For example a Partner
with a large audience of female entrepreneurs who has previously been a
successful partner would be a Tier 1 partner and a new partner with a small
male audience would be Tier 3. We support all partners and give all partners
access to the Affiliate Centre, Affiliate Resources and Swipe Emails but we
use additional resources like access to Denise e.g. Interviews, FB lives etc. to
support the Tier 1 partners who we feel have the best chance of being
successful in the launch.
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RECRUITMENT
•

Four factors are important when considering recruiting potential Affiliate
Partners:
o Audience Fit: What is the profile of the partner's tribe and how well is
it aligned with your ideal customer and target market. You will want to
identify potential partners with a strong audience fit where your
prelaunch content and offer will land best. A strong audience fit means
that the prospect's leads are more likely to respond to your campaign
and this partner should see higher opt-in and conversion rates.
However, it is important to try and identify complimentary not
competitive partners. If a partner offers a similar product to yours, they
may not be a good affiliate, and we recommend focusing on audiences
for whom your product would compliment the information and course
they are already investing in with your partner.
o Reach & Access: How many people can your affiliate partner help you
connect with and how big is their email, social media and other media
reach. How easy is it for your partner to access this audience and can
the partner easily get your message and content to these people.
Sometimes a 6 out of 10 in terms of audience fit to a 10/10 audience
reach and size is as valuable if not more than the reverse.
o Experience: Your affiliate program will be more successful and easier
to manage if you can attract and work with partners that have
established businesses with experience in promoting other affiliate
offers. We spend a large amount of time educating and supporting new
partners which is valuable and part of our program, but as we grow we
are also looking to bring in more experienced and established partners
who can add a larger number of sales to our launches.
o Commitment: A partner with a large reach to a strong audience has
no value unless they are willing to develop a partnership with you and
commit to working with you to support your launch. Partners that are
committed, mail early and often, give bonuses and compete in your
launch contests will perform best and their commitment will hopefully
see the best results and revenue.

•

We identify and approach potential affiliate partners through three main
sources:
o Existing Customers: Customers that are familiar with your message,
teaching style and have been through one of your programs are BEST
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placed to recommend and endorse you by sharing their own stories
and case study with the most authenticity and experience. An affiliate
partner with a great testimonial for your course has a great opportunity
to introduce you to their tribe and do well during a launch.
o Complimentary Businesses: As outlined above, a complimentary
business who serves a similar audience to you is a great potential
affiliate partner. For example if you are a graphic designer that serves
women and you identify a videographer or accountant that serves a
similar audience then you could investigate a potential Joint Venture or
affiliate partnership.
o Podcasts and Interview Requests: If you have participated in
podcast or media interviews where your message has been well
received or even spoken at conferences where the audience was a
good fit, you can approach those entrepreneurs to offer them the
opportunity to promote your programs as a partner because you
believe there is an alignment between your business and theirs.
o Masterminds and Personal Networks: Consider the mastermind
programs or groups you are part of and the personal business
networks that you're part of to identity potential partners. Denise's
network having been in the industry for 7 years is strong and the
mastermind groups she is part of have been a very strong source of
some of our best partners as well as her business friends and support
network.
o Other Successful Affiliate Partners: If you participate in other affiliate
launches you will see other experienced affiliate on the leaderboards
and in Facebook Groups of other peoples launches and if you have a
relationship or connection to one of these people they may be an
excellent potential partner for you.
•

Some more experienced and larger businesses may look for a reciprocal
agreement to support each other's launches. This can work very well if there
is an audience fit and you believe that they will do well in your launch and that
you can do well in their launch.
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WORKING WITH KEY
AFFILIATES
•

One of your key affiliate related activities during your Pre-Pre-Launch is
communication with your key affiliates regarding:
o Their launch plan and promotional ideas to support your launch.
o Ensuring they are informed about the product and have considered
putting together a bonus package to encourage their leads to purchase
through them.
o Arranging interviews, podcast sessions, FB Lives or webinars so that
you can interact directly with their community and so you can have a
warm and positive introduction to their tribe.
o Then during the launch it is important to ensure there is an open
feedback loop with your key affiliates so they can let you know the
"temperature" of the launch and how the material is landing and so you
can keep them on top of their stats. This provides an opportunity to
troubleshoot and look closely at their position in the launch as cart
close approaches. You can discuss with them the activity they have
done, the click through and conversion rates they are seeing and the
sales performance.
o A key tactic is to follow up and ensure all key partners have everything
they need and to make sure they are delivering anything they have
promised or planned. If you have a key partner who is delivering a low
number of leads or lower conversion rates it is worth contacting them
and following up.
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CONTESTS & PRIZES
•

During each of our major affiliate launches we have used contests and prizes
to inspire, reward and recognize our key affiliate partners.

•

In addition to the commission on each sale, affiliate can win a monetary or
physical prize for achieving certain goals during a launch or being amongst
the top performers.

•

The prize is important but perhaps the most important aspect of these
contests is the Affiliate Leaderboard showing the top ranking performers and
how you reveal and use this leaderboard to build hype and engagement.

•

You should provide regular leaderboard updates to your partners during the
launch both on email and within your partner Facebook group. You do this not
only to profile the top performers, but also to build intrigue, interest and
competition.

•

Jeff Walker is a master at this during his launches by playing on the
competitive nature of his partners, calling out partners who are doing well or
are falling behind. You can make exciting announcements each day and when
big shifts happen not he leaderboard and also when new people join or drop
out of the top 10.

•

It's important to let the launch get started before sharing the leaderboard. Wait
to see how the leads are coming in and also the sales so you don't have to 5
people all in 2nd place who have sold 1 course each.

•

Prizes and leaderboards are often used for both "Lead Generation" during the
PLC stage of the launch and then during Open Cart when sales are coming in
and prizes can include cash, electronics, your products or event tickets.

•

We highly recommend and believe that money is the best motivator and best
price to use. Some large launches even offer five and six figure cash prices.
The prizes need to be something that will excite and motivate your partners
and encourage them to participate in the launch and go "full out".
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•

During our most recent Money Bootcamp Live launch, we had a total prize
pool of over $25,000 including:
o $3,000 ($2,000 1st / $750 2nd / $250 3rd) for Leads Contest
o $15,000 ($8,000 1st / $4,000 2nd / $2,000 3rd / $1,000 4th / $500 5th)
for Sales Contest
o Spot prizes of $25-$500 for Day 1 Leads, Day 1 Sales, Webinar
Registrations, Achieving 100 Opt-Ins etc.
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AFFILIATE CENTRE
•

In addition to using InfusionSoft for the technical tracking and links for our
Affiliate Program, we create an online Affiliate Centre for our Partners.

•

This private password protected website contains all of the information and
resources our partners need to be successful including:
o Swipe copy
o Hints, tips and training
o Launch schedule
o Prize, contest and leaderboard updates
o Details of the product, offer and bonuses
o Affiliate Terms and Conditions
o Promotional banners and graphics

•

We have included the content from our Affiliate Centre from our most recent
launch in the Affiliate Email swipe file.
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FACEBOOK GROUP
•

One of the key communication tools we have for keeping affiliate partners
engaged and informed is our Affiliate Partner Facebook Group.

•

This group is open for all partners to join and ours has now grown to over
1,000 members.

•

Which in hindsight is large and takes a lot of management. Many affiliate
partner groups are either pop-up just during the launch or are invite-only for
the key partners.

•

We use this Facebook Group to re-emphasize the key messages of our
affiliate emails, drive key messages and call to actions during the launch.

•

This group is a community and an opportunity to build our relationship with
our partners and amongst our partners with encouragement, banter, jokes
and support.

•

The group is an excellent place to answer common affiliate questions and
post important updates as well as update the Leaderboard with banter and
call outs to key partners.

•

We use memes, GIFs, graphics and videos to hit key communication
messages and make the group fun, exciting and a cool place for our partners
to visit during the launch.
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LAUNCH RESULTS
•

Affiliate Partners are cornerstone of our business and one of our key sources
of traffic for our entire business.

•

Consistently over our last 4 affiliate launches 40-50% of our launch opt-ins
have come from affiliate partners which has allowed us to double our list size.

•

Furthermore, between 40-60% of our sales then come from these affiliate
partner leads.

•

In our August 2017 Money Bootcamp Live launch 264 of our sales, 61.5%,
where from affiliate partners, which was higher than normal. This was
because we had ran several other launches in close proximity earlier in the
year meaning that a large percentage of the leads on our list were already
tagged to affiliates and cookies so that our partners would get paid for leads
they gave us over the previous 6 months.

•

Over 100 different Affiliate partners achieved sales during the launch and we
paid out over $400,000 in affiliate commissions in the last financial year.

•

Despite the size of our affiliate program in terms of number of partners and
revenue, it is important to identify your key partners. Recently 60% of our
affiliate sales came from just 19 people and furthermore over 100 sales came
from just our top 5 partners.

•

Opt-in rates for affiliate partners on average are around 50% but can be as
high as 65% if there is a very strong positioning and endorsement from the
partner combined with a strong audience fit.

•

In terms of conversion of leads, we have seen conversation rates normally
around 0.5% to 2% but as high as 8%. High performing affiliates with the best
conversion rates often have very engaged smaller lists and the partner has a
strong case study and endorsement of the course.
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THANK YOU
Thank you for taking the time to read this Affiliate Strategy Debrief and we trust it
was useful and has provided ideas, inspiration and a framework which you can apply
in your next launch. This is just the start of your affiliate journey and certainly JV
launches an advanced strategy, which can be managed in several different ways.
We strongly recommend you follow Product Launch Formula and track your results
as you progress and review after each launch. Within the PLF community there are
some very well established and experienced Affiliate Programs and Managers to
support you.
We look forward to discussing our Affiliate Strategy in our Launch Secrets Webinar
call shortly and we're happy to answer any further detailed questions you may have.
Wishing you smooth and successful launches in the future and an abundant and
brilliant business and first class life.
Denise and Mark
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